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Perhaps all the talk about climate change crowded out other topics, but discussion at the 50th anniversary of the
World Economic Forum in Davos never really dwelt on global monetary policy. No attention was paid to the strategic
policy reviews ongoing at the Federal Reserve (Fed) and about to start at the European Central Bank (ECB). Central
bankers seem to be alone in their suffering as they weigh the benefits and costs of a negative policy rate, at least as
judged by the silence in the mountains. We may find out that bubbles inflate quietly, but end less so, much like the
snow accumulating on the mountain top. Or, perhaps not.
This is probably the correct alignment of attention. The “good place” where Fed officials believe they have positioned
the US economy is also a boring one. Not even close relatives of Fed Chair Powell have reason to tune into the press
conference after the January 28-29 meeting of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). The Committee’s
decision to leave the policy rate at a target range of 1.50-1.75 percent was signaled up and down the flag line. The
statement from the last meeting of 2019 foreshadowed no action at the first meeting of 2020. Indeed, the “dot plot”
summarizing participants’ views of the appropriate policy rate, set out in the Summary of Economic Projections,
suggests a majority prefer to remain on the sideline for the entire year.
Recognize that the sideline is an accommodative place. According to the median FOMC participant, the cumulative
75-basis-point easing in 2019 puts the current nominal fed funds rate 75 basis points below its equilibrium level.
Leaving this accommodation in place for the duration of 2020 is the right place to keep the economy in a good
place—with real GDP growth a touch beyond its potential and pressures on resources only slowly sending inflation
higher toward the FOMC’s goal of 2 percent.
The message that the Fed’s insurance-policy easing was limited to three installments of 25 basis points sunk into
market pricing by October (chart below). Since then, the probability that the fed funds rate target would hold at its
current range at the January meeting has hovered above 80 percent.
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Doubts about the Fed’s resolve linger as time passes, however, with about two-thirds weight placed on modest
additional policy easing by year end. Three thought streams probably converge.
First, Fed officials have grown tired of tightening on the theory that an unemployment rate below 4 percent portends
a pickup in inflation, their rationale for two years’ worth of tightening. They will need hard evidence that inflation
and inflation expectations are nestled at target to be satisfied with their policy stance. Worries about the erosion of
the latter might prompt easing action.
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Second, even if inflation does drift higher and the expectations anchor holds, some suspect that there is a conspiracy
afoot. The Fed’s exercise in introspection, a strategic review of its policy, should be ready for prime time in the first
half of 2020. One thread of market commentary is that the review offers officials a one-time opportunity to loosen
its definition of price stability, perhaps by targeting inflation “over the cycle” or introducing a range. Moving the
bullseye higher on the barn door may allow a few more arrows of easing to be taken from the quiver.
Third, inflation may be the least of our worries in an unruly election cycle. Equity prices, already in thin air where
traditional valuations are concerned, might correct sharply if words are said that cannot be unsaid during the
campaign or the voting results jar established order. While the notion of a “Powell put” is overdone, a material
destruction in wealth and upsurge in uncertainty would warrant an expression of concern by monetary policy
officials.
True, those are enough worries to push the expected fed funds rate lower. But our economic outlook is one in which
sustained economic expansion in an economy where labor markets are already taut pushes up gains in domestic
costs and is augmented by the external pressure of US dollar depreciation. We are inclined to the other side of
the first bet because we worry more about inflation overages. Our Fed experience is littered with over-promises
and under-delivery of communication initiatives. Change is made at best incrementally in a large group vertically
mindful of precedent and horizontally concerned about status in the community of central bankers.
The third risk, that the center does not hold and things fall apart, is more evocative, but it is not our base case. The
resilience of financial markets in the face of political tumult over the past few years cautions against overreaction.
More responsiveness in easing than firming is probably an accurate reading of the reaction function of Fed officials.
But what they have to react to matters as well, which is why we lean the other way than current market pricing.
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Disclosure
Mellon Investments Corporation (“Mellon”) is a registered investment advisor and subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation (“BNY
Mellon”). Any statements of opinion constitute only current opinions of Mellon, which are subject to change and which Mellon does not undertake
to update. This publication or any portion thereof may not be copied or distributed without prior written approval from the firm. Statements are
correct as of the date of the material only. This document may not be used for the purpose of an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction or in any
circumstances in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful or not authorized. The information in this publication is for general information only and is
not intended to provide specific investment advice or recommendations for any purchase or sale of any specific security. Some information contained
herein has been obtained from third party sources that are believed to be reliable, but the information has not been independently verified by
Mellon. Mellon makes no representations as to the accuracy or the completeness of such information. No investment strategy or risk management
technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment and past performance is no indication of future performance. The
indices referred to herein are used for comparative and informational purposes only and have been selected because they are generally considered
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are not affiliated with Mellon, do not endorse, sponsor, sell or promote the investment strategies or products mentioned herein and they make no
representation regarding the advisability of investing in the products and strategies described herein. Please see mellon.com for important index
licensing information.
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